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This writing workbook focuses on print-writing uppercase and lowercase letters, words, and short

phrases. The three traditional horizontal lines are included as a guide - solid top and bottom lines

plus a dashed middle line help students master the relative heights of the letters, and to write across

the page in straight lines. This workbook begins with practice writing uppercase and lowercase

letters. Students first trace the letters and then try to write them on their own on a new line. This

workbook concludes with practice writing silly words like â€œrhinophantâ€• and silly phrases like

â€œbanana taco.â€• Since kids using this workbook are at the basic level where they are practicing

their printing skills, many will not be able to read the words and phrases on their own. So they may

need to work with a parent or teacher in order to know that they are writing silly thing like â€œbug

eye syrup,â€• and might need to be told that a â€œjagoatâ€• is part jaguar and part goat (and that a

jaguar is a big cat), for example. They will appreciate this opportunity for interactive learning, and

may learn a few new words or ideas in addition to how to write letters. Exercises like these help to

make learning fun, whether in the classroom or at home. May your students or children improve

their handwriting skills and enjoy reading and writing these letters, words, and silly phrases.
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These books really help if you have a young one having trouble with handwriting. It doesn't seem

like the practice much in school anymore once they have it learned initially and my son's writing was

VERY messy. It has definitely improved, as the exercises strengthen the hand muscles in that area.

Even if you don't see the improvement during the practice, it shows up in class!



I was surprised how much of this workbook is just tracing the ABCs. My daughter has done enough

of the pre-k/kindergarten ABC books that she is bored to tears of just tracing rows of letters. I

thought this would be a nice change of pace...and the second half of the book truly is. But the first

half is just alphabet pages- not even designed in a fun or interesting way.

great practice and cute worth the money for the practice I was printing these and figured just

cheaper to buy this book but I also have copied pages from it as well I do recommend this I got both

print and cursive.

I was looking for a writing primer for my 3rd grader over summer vacation. Something to help her

practice and perfect her lettering. So she didn't get 'rusty'.This book was exactly what I was looking

for. She traces the letters and then has to 'free hand' write them. So now, half way through the

summer, her handwriting is better than at the end of the school year.

We homeschool, and these books have given some FUN to our handwriting time. The kids think

they are quite silly. We also used the Cursive books that have silly sentences. cute.

My 6-9 year old grandchildren need extra practice with handwriting and these silly phrases add a

touch of fun to a rather dull school subject.

My daughter loves this print book. she learning how to write, she used it everyday.

granddaughter loved this one too
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